Expressions Dance Studio
Stage Makeup…. How To Level II

Products You Will Need:
Face Primer (Optional)
Foundation (No SPF)
Face Powder
Rose Blush
Light Bronzer
Brown, Gold, Cream Eyeshadow
Black Mascara
Eyebrow Pencil
Maroon Lipstick
Face and Eye Makeup Brushes
1: Start with a clean face. Apply face primer to the face and let it dry. Next apply an even coat of
a foundation of your choice, preferably a foundation with no SPF. Apply under the eyes and all
the way down the neck. Finish off with a layer of face powder.
2: Apply bronzer underneath the cheek bones and on the temples of the forehead, essentially
anywhere the light would hit the lowest points on the face. Next apply blush to the apples of the
cheeks, blending backwards. Finish with some of your cream eyeshadow on the top of the
cheekbones and apply backwards avoiding the apples of the cheeks.
3: Apply your brown eyeshadow all over the eyelid, working it in circular motions into the
crease of the eye. Once that is all applied, use the gold eyeshadow all over the eyelid, avoiding
the crease, but blending the two colors together. Next apply the cream colored eyeshadow on
the brow bone and on the inside of the eyelid. Finish with 2-3 coats of black mascara on the top
and bottom eyelashes.
4: To finish off the look, apply an even coat of maroon lipstick on the dancers lips. Have them
blot their lips with a tissue and apply once more and then you are all finished!
*Optional steps include putting on fake eyelashes. Please do at your own discretion.*

Hair Tutorial:
For our performance hair we always part the hair on the left side of the head. The hair should be
slicked back with a comb into a low pony that is based in the middle of the head. Finish by
putting in the hair piece with the silver side up and an even coat of hairspray all over the head!

